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Chapterr 2 

Conceptss in object orientation 

"Object-oriented"Object-oriented programming is a wonderful example of how fruitful 
thingsthings don't happen very precisely" 

(Robin(Robin Milner) 

Onee conjecture of this thesis states that the concepts which are actually used in 
thee practice of object oriented information systems are not similar to the concepts 
thatt are common in contemporary mathematics. In contrast, the concepts of 
informationn systems evolved from the need and "way of looking at things" in 
practice.. This entails that these concepts do not have a rigorous mathematical 
definition.. There exists, however (and fortunately) quite some level of consensus 
onn the meaning of those concepts (although hardly mathematically defined). 

Inn this chapter we analyze and exemplify the concepts and notions for which 
wee will construct a thorough mathematical theory in the succeeding chapters. We 
believee that the concepts we captured mathematically are amongst the most pro-
nouncedd and widely used (and interesting) concepts that have become important 
inn the field of object oriented information systems. Our attempt is to capture at 
leastt the common part of the conceptual world of object technology. 

Inn this chapter we start to give an account on the sources from which we 
deducedd the concepts mentioned. Thereafter we will present our interpretation 
off  the concepts we strongly believe to be the most basic and interesting. 

2.11 Concepts 

Thee notions of object oriented information systems are defined in many different 
ways.. Not only do the definitions differ in the level of formality, the definitions 
alsoo differ in the level of conceptuality, i.e. in some presentations the notions 
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aree explained using low level concepts of implementation (directions on how to 
implementt the notions), and at other places the same notions are explained at 
aa high conceptual level in terms of their desired behavior (abstracting totally on 
implementation).. For example the use of an OID (object identifier) is more an 
implementationn 'trick' to obtain the ability to distinguish two objects that have 
thee same values, rather than a philosophically justifiable property of an object. 
Neverthelesss it is a property that is used many times to describe the properties 
off  an object. We do recognize the importance to have both the high (conceptual) 
levell  and the low (implementation oriented) level descriptions, because both kinds 
aree actually used. Below we strive to strictly separate the low level and high level 
descriptions.. We believe this results in a more clear picture of the concepts we 
wil ll  describe. In this section we informally describe and analyze the concepts of 
interestt in this thesis. 

2.1.11 Object and object identifier 

Inn informal terms, an object in an information system represents some 'actual' 
entity,, whether this entity is, for example, a person, or a scalar value. The most 
importantt property of an object is that it has an identity. The notion of iden-
tityy is, although very common in use, quite difficult to understand ([Leeuwen93]). 
Manyy philosophers quarreled with this seemingly unproblematic notion, and, for-
tunatelyy solved many paradoxes involving the use of identity (e.g. [Fregel892]). 
Inn information systems where object identity is important, there is also some 
quarrellingg ([EmdeBoas96]). This quarrelling, though, hardly takes into account 
thee research (in philosophy) on the notion of identity that has already been done. 

Too avoid many paradoxes when talking about identity, one can make (as in 
philosophy)) a distinction between 'language' and 'meta language'. The meta 
languagee contains expressions that reflect directly things in the real world. In the 
'language'' one can talk about the real world, and expressions in this language are 
interpretedd via this meta language. 

Inn the object oriented information system practice both 'language' and 'meta 
language'' is developed when building a model of the real world. For example 
rowss in a database form pieces of the 'meta language vocabulary', while in some 
inputt screen one can type in 'language' expressions to specify a query. However 
inn the object oriented practice no distinction is made between 'language' and 
'meta-language'' when talking about the real world. Although this is not really 
harmful,, it requires a lot of accurate administration to avoid running into non-
claritiess and paradoxes. Especially because the concept 'object' and 'identity' is 
suchh an important ingredient of the paradigm. Below we sketch out some of the 
problems. . 

Inn (more) formal definitions of objects in information systems, an object iden-
tifiertifier  (OID) is usually associated with an object. Frequently an OID is some 
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unrelatedd value, which is used to distinguish objects for which we may have the 
samee data in our information system, but which are known to be different1; and 
alsoo for identifying an object of which some of its data is changed in the course 
off  time. Furthermore an OID often serves as a handle to refer to an object, or 
inn other words it acts as a name or reference for the object of which it is the 
identifier. . 

2.1.1.. EXAMPLE. Imagine we have a bag with three marbles, one white marble 
andd two black marbles. We can model this information as follows: 

marbless OID 
xl23 3 
x456 6 
x789 9 

COLOUR R 
black k 
white e 
black k 

bagss OID 
b789 9 

CONTAINS S 
xl23,, x456, x789 

Notee that we used the OIDs of the marbles to denote which marbles are in the 
bag. . 

Question:: Suppose we pick blindfolded a marble from the bag and 
thiss marble happens to be black. Which marble did we pick, xl23 or 
x789?? If the marbles 'look' exactly the same, does it matter which 
marblee we picked? And what after someone told you that one of the 
blackk marbles is cursed? 

Thee 'trick' of using OIDs to solve the matters of identity usually works out fine. 
Sometimes,Sometimes, though, it does not. For example, if we want to be able to reason 
withh an infinite set of objects, like the natural numbers, we have to assign an OID 
too all the natural numbers. As this is generally not possible we get the unnatural 
situationn that some natural numbers -the ones we have stored somewhere in the 
informationn system- have an OID, and most others, -the ones we have not used 
yet-- do not. To solve this situation most of the systems apply another trick: 
amongg the objects they distinguish so called literals, which are 'objects without 
ann OID that are identified by their value' (e.g. [Cattell94]). Although this solves 
thee problem of infinite sets of OIDs, the resulting non-uniformity of the collection 
off  all objects is very inelegant and on a conceptual level, even incorrect2. In 

11 Using this trick, an attempt is made to satisfy Leibniz principle that states that no two 
individualss can be the same in all properties, without actually being the same. However the 
propertyy that is introduced to accomplish this (the OID) is without any independent meaning. 

2'alll  objects have identity, but some objects have more identity than other objects' 
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ourr opinion using OIDs is a way to solve the matter of implementing the matter 
off  object identity, but it should not be confused with concepts that handle the 
notionn of identity semantically. 

Thee notion of OID becomes really problematic if we consider incomplete in-
formationn on the identity of objects or information that possibly contains wrong 
identifications.. In some cases we may not know whether two objects are the same 
orr not. The requirement of associating an OID to an object will usually assign 
differentt OIDs to these two objects. But if we discover in due time (by additional 
information)) that these two objects are actually the same, we will have to identify 
thee two objects. How to do this with OIDs is unclear: do we keep both OIDs, 
orr only one of them, do we assign a new OID. Again we argue that the OIDs 
mayy implement the notion of identity correctly, but as long as we cannot actually 
identifyy two different persons (in reality) this notion is vague, sloppy, and incor-
rectt from a philosophical point of view3. There is an alternative way to do it: 
comee up with a philosophically sound 'trick' to handle identity, which is strictly 
separatedd from the tricks used to implement this notion. This gives a clear view 
onn the matter of identity of objects, and enables one to reason about identity of 
objectss without encountering disturbing paradoxes or inconsistencies. 

Wee propose the following approach to handle objects and their identity4. In 
thee languages we use to talk about the objects in an information system, we 
havee names for the objects. A name is simply a word in the language used, 
andd is interpreted to refer to the actual object it denotes5. The most important 
differencee with an OID is that a denotation is not a property of an object. We 
mustt take care that different objects have different names. In contrast with the 
OIDD approach we do allow one object to have several different names. In order 
too keep track of the identities of the objects we denote, we maintain an identity 
relationrelation («) between the names and/or a difference relation (7e). Thus if we know 
thatt two names a and b denote the same actual object, we will put a « 6. If we 
knowknow that they denote different objects we put a 9e b. 

2.1.2.. EXAMPLE. Consider again the bag of marbles of example 2.1.1. We will 
usee names, instead of OIDs to refer to an object. 

bags s 
bb denotes the bag containing m\, m,2 and 7713 

3Assumingg that the identity is an immutable property of an object. Note however this 
assumptionn is not totally unquestioned (even outside 'science fiction'). 

44 We also do not want to reinvent the fruits of 2000 years of philosophy, we simply take a Frege 
stylee approach ([Fregel892]) to handle the matter of identity. It is not the switch of philosopher 
(fromm Leibnitz to Frege) that bears fruit here, but the fact that we apply the principle of Frege 
inn a semantically correct manner, instead of forcing the Leibniz principle with philosophically 
doubtfull  tricks. 

5I tt is, roughly, the way mathematicians deal in a language with the identity of the mathe-
maticall  objects. 
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b b 

m m 

m m 
3 3 

blackm blackm 
out t 

b b 

blackm blackm 
in n 

justanolhermarble justanolhermarble 

Figuree 2.1: Denoting marbles 

marb les s 
nameii  denotes black marble mi 
name22 denotes white marble m2 

name33 denotes black marble m3 

inequalityy (Take symmetric closure of the below) 
nameii  9e name2 

nameii  fjb name3 
name22 76 n a m e3 

Notee that for simply modeling the structure this approach hardly differs from the 
onee taken in example 2.1.1. The difference in approach becomes apparent if we 
wantt to determine identities6. 

Lett us now pick a black marble from the bag. From its appearance we cannot 
determinee whether we took out the marble we denoted with namei or the marble 
wee denoted by name3. We can only say that we now have a black marble out of 

6""  merely to know that a name has as its referent an object with which we are confronted, or 
whichwhich is presented to us in some way, at a particular time, is not yet to know what object the 
namename stands for: we do not know this until we know, in Frege 's terminology, 'how to recognize 
thethe object as the same again', that is, how to determine, when we are later confronted with 
anan object or one is presented to us, whether or not it should be taken to be the same object" 
[Dummett73] ] 

25 5 
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thee bade (in the picture denoted by blackmout), and a black marble in the bag 
(denotedd by blackmin), and that they are different (i.e. blackmin  ̂ blackmout). 
Usingg fixed identifiers would cause problems here. A 

Thiss approach solves the problems with OIDs we mentioned above. If we want 
too talk about literals -objects that are nothing more than an immutable value-
forr example natural numbers, we simply take the token of that value as the name 
off  the object. For example, for the immutable object 'the natural number 1', we 
takee the name '1' or 'one', and for 'the natural number 2' we can take the name 
'2'' or 'two' or 'blO'. This avoids the administration of superfluous OIDs. Also it 
solvess the asymmetry of having object with or without OIDs, because all objects 
havee their names, both non-literals and literals. When an object is changing 
somee of its properties dynamically, its name still remains a valid reference to the 
object.. When in course of time we discover that two names, a and b actually 
denotee the same object, we only have one unambiguous action to take: add the 
equalityy a « b to our equality relation. 

Whenn we analyze this phenomenon, especially the fact that we introduce an 
explicitt (non) identity relation to handle the identity matter, we tend to conclude 
thatt this matter reveals a very strong intuition about objects that is neglected 
whenn making things precise. Drawing the three marbles from our example (or 
writingg them down) as is done in the object oriented way of looking at things, 
wee implicitly mean to give a lot more information than just labeling objects and 
givingg them a color. Not only do we say that we refer to three objects wich are 
marbles,, and of which one is white and two are black; i.e. in logical notation: 

3a:,, y, z(marb\e(x) A marble(y) A marble(z) A black(x) A white(y) A black(z)) 

butt implicitly we also mean that these objects are different and that we really 
havee exactly three objects in this bag and also that being white disqualifies being 
black;; i.e. 

3x,3x, y, 2(marble(z) A marble(t/) A marble(z) A black(x) A white(y) A black(z) 
Ax^yAx^êz/\y^z Ax^yAx^êz/\y^z 
AVu[marble(u)) — > « « x V M « i / V « R i z ] 
AVu[black(w)) —  ->white(u)] 
AVujwhite(u)) -» ^black(w)j) 

Too strengthen our case, we remark that when we pick a black marble, we really 
cannott infer from the logical rules which one we picked, while if we had picked 
thee white one, we could really infer from the logical rules that we picked the y 
marblee (in the scope of that quantor) and from that we could indeed determine 
itss name; i.e. 

Vz,, ymarble(x) A marble(y) A white(x) A white(y) -^ x & y 
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AA modern practical language for analysis and design like UML, which oper-
atess on a conceptual level, has circumvented this problem quite wisely by only 
requiringg the existence of a notion of identity that is strong enough to distinguish 
differentt objects, leaving it to the implementer of the system how to realize it (in 
thee extensions of the information specification). It also circumvented the mathe-
maticall  obligation to 'realize' the identity of the objects on a high level in a model, 
becausee this language has no formal semantics. This omission, however, can from 
aa practical point of view be justified, because the realizations of UML will not 
bee formal either and moreover will probably use tricks like the OID (depending 
onn the programming/database language used), so the axiom of identity normally 
sufficess to be clear enough about this matter. The challenge is more that the 
realizationss must be such that the problems that occur by using the tricks like 
thee OID are to be solved. A formal model that realized this matter elegantly may 
providee a good example of how to realize it properly7. 

2.1.22 Complex value, type and class 

Objectss can be classified according to their type. Informally a type can be seen as a 
collectionn of all objects that have a certain property8 in common; e.g. the property 
off  being a person or the property of being able to jump, which includes a horse, a 
flea,flea, and even a person. A common way to classify objects in information systems 
iss to distinguish objects according to their signature. A signature describes what 
typee of basic building blocks an object of this signature should at least9 posses and 
whichh abilities it should at least have and to which other objects it is associated. 
Givenn a set of so called basic types, one can build complex types or signatures 
usingg several type construtors; e.g. 

2.1.3.. EXAMPLE. The signature of the type Book 

typee Book 
signature e 

a t trr title 
a t trr author(s) 
a t trr ISBN 
a t trr publisher 
a t trr year 

string g 
SETT OF(person) 
N x NN x N x N 
companyy OR institute 
yearr > 1450 

InIn the above example we used a couple of common type constructors. Firstly 
thee title part of a book (hence forward called an attribute of book) should be of 

7forr example using a relation administering identity like the Frege style of dealing with 
identityy [Leeuwen93] 

8orr collection of properties 
9Wee will consider type requirements to be existential 
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typee string. This type is considered a common 'basic' and 'predefined' type in 
mostt information systems. Other basic types are integer, bool, float and blob10. 
Mostt object oriented languages offer, next to the common predefined types, the 
abilityy to introduce new basic types, by defining the extension of that basic type. 
Forr example, 

2.1.4.. E X A M P L E. 

primary-colorss := {red, yellow, blue} 
NN := 0|5(N) 

A A 

Anotherr common type constructor is the SET OF type constructor. In the above 
examplee a book has a set of authors, which models the event that a book can 
havee an arbitrary number (including zero) of authors. 

AA well known type construction in mathematics is taking the Cartesian prod-
uctt ( x) of existing types. In the example, an ISBN number consists of a row 
off  4 natural numbers; e.g. 90-351-1372-1n. We remark that the constructions 
off  taking objects together like the Cartesian product and the 'is attr ibute of' 
constructorr are not unproblematic from a 'design' point of view. For example we 
couldd have chosen to model the object of type Book to be the Cartesian product12 

off  a title, a set of persons, an ISBN, a publisher and a year object. On the other 
handd we could have chosen to model an ISBN number to be a complex object with 
44 attr ibutes of type N. Although for the Book object and for the ISBN object 
thesee are quite clearly not the intuitive ways to model them, for other object types 
thiss may be less clear a matter. The distinction that is generally made is that 
ann aggregation operator for taking things together (like the Cartesian product) 
representss an 'IS A' relation between the object and the whole of the aggregation 
expression;; or in other words a member of the aggregation IS part of the whole 
object.. The attr ibute construction on the other hand models a 'HAS A' relation 
betweenn the object and each of its attributes. In the example this means the a 
Bookk 'HAS A' titl e and HAS An ISBN number etc. etc.; while the ISBN number 
ISS An (ordered) aggregation of four natural numbers. 

Too illustrate that this is a realistic problem we point to the practical pro-
grammingg language C + +. Most C ++ books (e.g. [Stroustrup91]) explain the 
attr ibutee constructor (member in C + +) as a modeling a 'HAS A relation to 
distinguishh it from an inheritance relation between classes. For example, if an 
ISBNN number IS An aggregation of four numbers, it should be a subclass of the 
typee N x N x N x N, inheriting its properties. A Book on the other hand HAS 

10blobb is an abbreviation of 'binary large object', a type that is much used in multi-media 
informationn systems. 

111 We realize that the ISBN number encodes some information. For the sake of the example 
wee only consider it as a sequence of numbers. 

12wee will call such a construction an aggregation. 
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bicycle e 

wheel l saddle e 

NOO lifetime dependency Lifetimee dependency 

Bicycle e 

wheels(2):: Wheel 
saddle"Saddle e 

Figuree 2.2: example of a HAS A and IS A aggregation in UML 

AA title, meaning that title should be a member of a Book. The new generation 
informationn system language UML also acknowledges complexity of the modeling 
choicess that have to be made in this case and proposes next to attribute (HAS 
A)) construction an aggregation operation in two flavors (to provide a 'middle 
course').. UML has two types of aggregations, relating these types of aggregation 
too a notion of 'life time dependency'. Between two objects with a lifetime depen-
dencyy there exists an 'IS PART OF' relation (i.e. between the 'aggregation of 
alll  these parts' and the 'object' there exists an IS A relation), while between two 
objectss that have no lifetime dependency there is a HAS A relation. A typical 
examplee of this phenomenon is the following: IS a bicycle a frame together with 
aa saddle and wheels and a steer, or HAS a bicycle a saddle, a frame wheels and a 
steerr (see figure 2.2). In the first view the bicycle is not the same anymore from 
ann identity perspective when you replace its front wheel, because the parts that 
makee up the definition of the bicycle changed. In the second view you can replace 
alll  its parts (all the parts that are modeled) and still have the same bicycle from 
ann identity perspective. 

Thee 'OR' type constructor in the above Book example is yet another type con-
structorr which is generally known as the union type constructor. In the example, 
aa book can be published by a company (e.g. North Holland publ. company) or 
ann institute (e.g. the Institute of Logic Language and Computation (ILLC)). 

Itt can be the case that for some reason one wants to constrain the set of objects 
off  an existing type to some subset of this set. For example one wants to consider 
onlyy printed books, and book printing was invented in 1450, so one considers 
bookss that were published after 1450. The ability to constrain a type is also a type 
construction.. Although in type theory there is not much difference in defining a 
typee by giving its signature or by formulating constraints, in information systems 
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thesee two activities are often separated, and often totally different languages are 
usedd to perform these two ways of defining types. For example the design language 
UMLL has many kinds of graphical schema techniques to write down the signature 
withh limited ability to add some constraints. To write down constraints with 
fulll  expressive capacity, UML has defined a (textual) constraint language OCL 
([WarmerKleppe99]). . 

Thee concept of a class coincides largely with the concept of type. A class is 
alsoo used to classify objects according to several properties. Next to properties 
andd constraints, a class also epmhesizes abilities (which for simplicity we also 
considerr to be properties of an object) by separately listing the operations that are 
associatedd with the type of objects in the class. Additionally, a class also contains 
thee implementations of the functions (i.e. we can talk about methods) and the 
mannerr in which the objects are actually represented in the implementation. In 
otherr words a class consists of: 

1.. type 

2.. operations 

3.. body of implementation containing: 

 actual representation of the type of objects 

 implementations of the operations 

2 .1 .5.. E X A M P L E. In this example we see the specification (coding) of a banking 
accountt type and its behavior. 

c lasss Account { 
/ // the s ignature of Account 
in tt account; 
strin gg owner ; 

floa tt  balance ; 

public : : 

/ //  th e method s o f  Accoun t 

AccountCin tt  accountnr ,  strin g owner ,  floa t  balance) ; 

floa tt  get_balance() ; 

voi dd incr_balance(floa t  amount) ; 

voi dd deer„balance(floa t  amount) ; 

private : : 

/ //  som e thing s neede d fo r  implementatio n 

floa tt  my.percent ;  / /  th e interes t  percentag e 

dat ee prev_mutation_date ;  / /  dat e o f  previou s mutatio n 
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floa tt  build_interest ;  / /  t o kee p trac k o f  th e interes t 

>; ; 

/ //  Th e bod y wit h th e implementatio n o f  th e constructo r  o f  th e clas s 

/ //  an d th e implementation s o f  th e methods . 

Account::Account(in tt  accountnr ,  strin g owner ,  floa t  balance ) 

my.percen tt  : = NORMAL_PERCENT; 

prev_mutation_dat ee : = current_date ; 

build_interes tt  : = 0.0 ; 

>; ; 

floa tt  Account::get.balance( ) 

{ { 

retur nn balance ; 

>; ; 

voi dd Account::incr_balance(floa t  amount ) 

{ { 

floa tt  add_interest ; 

floa tt  add_percent ; 

add_percen tt  : = my_percen t  *  (CURR_DATE-prev_mutation_date)/ONE_YEAR ; 

add_interes tt  : = balanc e *  add_percent ; 

balanc ee : = balanc e +  amount ; 

build_interes tt  : = build_interes t  +  add_interest ; 

prev_mutation_dat ee : = CURR_DATE; 

} ; ; 

voi dd Account::decr_balance(floa t  amount ) 

{ { 

floa tt  add_interest ; 

floa tt  add_percent ; 

add.percen tt  : = my.percen t  *  (CURR_DATE-prev_mutation_date)/ONE_YEAR ; 

add_interes tt  : = balanc e *  add_percent ; 

balanc ee : = balanc e -  amount ; 

build_interes tt  : = build_interes t  +  add_interest ; 

prev_mutation_dat ee : = CURR.DATE; 

>; ; 

• • 

2.1.33 ISA hierarchy, subtyping and inheritance 

Typess can be ordered in a type hierarchy or ISA hierarchy. For example consider 
thee two types student and person and suppose one would like to assert that a 
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studentt is a (ISA) person, or in other words, one would like to assert that student 
iss a subtype of person. This means that the set of all objects of type student 
shouldd be contained in the set of all objects of type person. Usually a subtype 
relationn like the one above is denned by adding phrases to the information system 
thatt formulate the subtype relation; e.g. 

studentt ISA person 

Fromm a collection of these phrases, other unstated subtype relationships can be 
inferred.. For example, if we also add the phrase graduate-student ISA student, 
wee should be able to infer graduate student ISA person. Usually there is a formal 
systemm with inference rules that take care of these things. An influential paper 
onn this subject is from Cardelli ([Cardelli84]). A system for subtyping usually 
contains,, next to rules for refiexivity and transitivity of the ISA relation, the 
followingg rule (*): 

Iff  type A contains at least all the attributes that type B has, then A 
iss a subtype of £?13 

Forr example: 

2.1.6.. EXAMPLE. Look at the following three type definitions. 

typee vehicle — (age : integer, speed : integer) 
typee machine = (age : integer, fuel: string) 
typee car — (age : integer, speed : integer, fuel: string) 

Accordingg to the rule (*) we can derive the following relations: 

carr ISA vehicle 
carr ISA machine 

A A 

Inn some cases though this inference rule can result in undesired subtype relation-
ships;; for example: 

2.1.7.. EXAMPLE. Consider the following type definition: 

typee fuelcontainer = (age : integer, fuel: string, size : measure-of-volume) 
13Thee rule I am aiming at is even more general then that stated above. The above rule, 

though,, already suffices for the argument. Usually the rule looks as follows: 

Iff  A = [c\ : Ci,..., cm : Cm,... ,cn : Cn]  and B = [di : D\,..., dm : Dm]  and also 
dd ISA £>i  Cm ISA Dm and a = d;(l < i < m) then A ISA B 
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Usingg the rule (*) we can unfortunately derive fuelcontainer ISA machine. 
Evenn more treacherous is the application of rule (*) in the following exam-

ple.. Consider the following two type definitions for a polygon and a polyline 
respectively, , 

typee polygon 
signature e 

a t trr pointlist : LIST OF point 

and d 
typee polyline 
signature e 

a t trr pointlist : LIST OF point 
Itt is usual to represent both a polyline and a polygon by a sequence of points. 
Butt neither is a polyline a polygon nor vice versa, i.e. polyline IS NOT A polygon 
andd polygon IS NOT A polyline A 

Inn our model, which we present in the chapters to come, we have chosen to omit 
thee mentioned subtyping inference rule (*). This will give the typing system more 
freedom.. We will discuss this matter when addressing the notion of 'knowledge 
rules'.. It is feasible to regain the possibility to accomplish the subtyping inference 
fromm example 2.1.7 when it is desired, by putting things just a littl e differently; 
e.g. . 

2.1.8.. EXAMPLE. Consider the type definitions of example 2.1.6. We can define 
thee types for machine, car, and fuel-container with the following phrases: 

Iff  an object is a machine then it has an age attribute and a fuel at-
tribute;; i.e. 

machinee —*  attr(age) A attr(fuel) 

IfIf  an object is a car then it has an age attribute and a speed attribute 
andand a fuel attribute; i. e. 

carr —> attr(age) A attr(speed) A attr(fuel) 

IfIf  we want to be able to derive that a car ISA machine we will  have to 
addadd the phrase 

Iff  an object is a car then it is a machine; i.e. 

carr  —  machin e 

Iff  we want the effect of the (*) rule we should formulate the properties of a type 
aa littl e different; namely: 
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EveryEvery object that has a speed attribute and an age attribute is a vehicle; 
i.e. i.e. 

attr(age)) A attr(speed) — vehicle 

Noww we can derive that a car ISA vehicle without explicitly stating the ISA rule 
(i.e.. we do not derive it from simple rules of reflexivity and transitivity of the 
ISAA relation). A 

Classess can be ordered in a class hierarchy, similar to the way types are ordered 
inn a type hierarchy. The ordering among classes is given by a so called inheritance 
relation.. In many cases the notion of inheritance largely coincides (in effect) 
withh the notion of subtyping. But again, with inheritance there are matters of 
implementationn that significantly determine the ordering of the classes, where this 
iss not the case with types and subtyping. If we state that a class B inherits the 
propertiess of a class A, we will say that B is a subclass of A. Also, here the objects 
off  class B have all the important properties such that we can view them as objects 
off  its superclass A. Some of the properties that are inherited (i.e. properties 
thatt determine the inheritance relation) are related to the implementation of the 
classes,, which include the methods and their code and the attributes with their 
representations.. A precise definition of inheritance is hard to give. An elaborate 
taxonomyy article on inheritance results 7 different ways inheritance is used in the 
literaturee (see [Tailvalsaari96]). 

Inn most Object Oriented programming languages there is a subtle difference 
betweenn the use of subclasses versus subtypes. In C++, an instance of a subclass 
iss not seen as an instance of the superclass, while an instance of a subtype is 
alwayss an instance of the supertype. For example, in C++ if a class circle is 
aa subclass of a class shape, then an instance of circle is not also an instance of 
shape.. In this case it is said that an instance of class circle can play the role of 
ann instance of class shape. The reason for this is related to the interpretation of 
propertiess of the whole class like the number of instances of a class. 

Furthermore,, some implementation matters play a role, like problems of choos-
ingg which implementations of methods have to be executed for an instance when 
onee does not know how much further down in the class hierarchy the object may 
bee specified. Object oriented design languages (e.g. UML) explicitly leave room 
forr both the subtype and the subclass interpretations. The user then may choose 
thee interpretation based on the language he will use to realize his designed system. 

Evenn though in effect the concept subclass coincides largely with the concept 
subtypee the main drive for subclassing seems to be based on code sharing. The 
codee of class A is used to implement a large part of its subclass B. This is, of 
course,, a typical scenario when B is a subtype of A] i.e. when a 5-object is also 
ann A-object. Not all the code of A is always inherited though. In practice it 
becamee clear that the most strict notion of inheritance, which proscribes that all 
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thee code of a superclass should be inherited, is not flexible enough to obtain both 
aa high amount of code sharing and nice looking hierarchies. For that reason, in a 
subclasss it is allowed to re-implement a method that is inherited from a superclass 
(i.e.. not inherit the code of that method). This notion is known under the name 
overriding.overriding. The ability to override code from an inherited method necessitates 
another,, purely implementation oriented phenomenon, which is that of dynamic 
binding.binding. Traditionally, in the compilation of a program, a function (method) 
namee is uniquely bound to a piece of code, which has to be executed when the 
functionn is called by its name. With methods in a class hierarchy this is not 
possible,, because the implementation of a method can be overwritten at some 
pointt in the class hierarchy (while the typing of the method stays the same!). 
E.g.: : 

2.1.9.. EXAMPLE. Consider the class definition of example 2.1.5. A subclass of 
thee class Account should be a Savings-account, which is an account that gives 
moree interest relative to the amount that is on the account but which forbids a 
negativee balance and has a limi t of how much money you may draw from your 
accountt in one withdrawal14. 

c lasss Sav_account: superclass Account { 
f loatt my_decr_limit; 
pub l ic: : 
Sav_account(in tt  accountnr ,  strin g owner ,  floa t  balance ,  floa t  my_decr_limit )  ; 

} ; ; 

/ //  Th e bod y wit h th e implementatio n o f  th e constructo r  o f  th e clas s 

/ //  an d th e implementation s o f  th e methods .  Thi s clas s inherit s th e method s 

/ //  show.balanc e an d incr.balance ,  bu t  ha s a  constructo r  o f  itsel f  an d override s 

/ //  th e deer.balanc e metho d o f  it s  superclass . 

Sav_account::Sav_account(in tt  accountnr ,  strin g owner ,  floa t  balance ) 

{ { 

my.percen tt  : = HIGHER.PERCENT; 

prev_mutation_dat ee : = current.date ; 

build.interes tt  : = 0.0 ; 

} ; ; 

voi dd Sav_account::deer.balance(floa t  amount ) 

{ { 

floa tt  add.interest ; 

floa tt  add.percent ; 

i ff  (amoun t  < = MAX.WITHDRAW £ & balanc e -  amoun t  > = 0.0 ) 

{ { 

14Notee again that, for clarity and non-C++ speakers, we do not use pure C++ syntax but a 
pidgeonn 00 programming language to declare some class to be a subclass 
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add_percentt := my.percent * (CURR_DATE-prev_mutation_date)/ONE_YEAR; 
add_interestt := balance * add_percent; 
balancee := balance - amount; 
bu i ld_ in te restt : - bu i ld_ in terest + add_in terest; 
prev_mutation_datee := CURR.DATE; 

} ;; / / f i 
} ; ; 

Forr this reason, the code of a method can only be bound to its name when the 
methodd is actually called by an object. Only then, from the (sub)class member-
shipp of the object that calls the method, one can deduce which code to execute. 
Thiss event is called dynamic binding. 

2.1.44 Methods and operations 

Ann important ingredient in current information systems is the ability to add dy-
namicsnamics to the objects in the system. This is done by adding operations to the 
informationn system. These operations alter the information in the information 
systemm and/or produce side effects that exhibit the desired behavior of the in-
formationn system. In traditional OO systems these operations are exclusively 
associatedd with a type or class. For example: 

2.1.10.. E X A M P L E . For specifying a bank account consider the following type: 

t ypee Account 
s igna tu ree account-number 

owner r 
balance e 

Wi t hh the type Account we can typically associate the following operations: 

operation s s 

get-balance e 
increase-balance(amoimt) ) 
decrease-balance(amowni) ) 

Forr operations that take more then one argument the strict connection between 
aa type and a operation often amounts to problems of symmetry, also known as 
thee problem of the cow and the milk-can. Suppose you have an operation M 
thatt models the event of milking a cow resulting in a filled milk-can15. The 

15i.e.. The value of the milk attribute of the cow decreases with the minimum of the amount 
off  milk that the cow passes and the amount of milk that fits in the milk-can, while the milk 
attributee of the milk-can increases by the same amount 
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problemm now arises in determining which type we have to associate the milking 
operationn M, the cow, or the milk-can, or something else. In other words, do we 
sayy to the cow: "Put your milk in the milk-can"; or do we say to the milk-can: 
""  Extract the milk from the cow"; or alternatively, do we create a farmer and say 
too him: "Extract the milk from the cow and put it in the milk-can". The first 
twoo possibilities simply point to the asymmetry of the operation call, which arises 
whenn an operation with more then one argument is associated to one type only16. 
Thee last possibility of introducing a farmer solves the asymmetry but introduces 
dummyy objects of dummy classes, i.e. objects that only exists to ensure the 
symmetryy of the operation calls, but do not carry any necessary information17. 
InIn mathematical type theory the above case is not considered a problem. The 
milkingg operation M is simply associated to the Cartesian product of the types 
forr the cow and the milk-can, i.e. to type cow x milk-can. Unfortunately in most 
databasee systems that carry the object notion combined with dynamics, this type 
constructorr is not readily available for combining complex types. The constructor 
iss very common in the traditional relational database model, but here we have no 
objectt notion and no dynamics. We will consider the ability to combine arbitrary 
typess as an important and basic constructor for types. This way we can simply 
associatee operations with the types of the objects they process. 

InIn summary, an operation in an information system will be associated with a 
type,, and is assumed to (possibly) change the content of the information system 
performingg some combination of the following: 

1.. Altering the attributes of existing18 objects, 

2.. deleting existing objects, 

3.. creating new objects, 

4.. perform side effects that do not alter the content of the information system. 

Inn OO programming languages and database languages operations are, next to 
aa name and a type, also associated with a specific implementation. Taking the 
namee and the type together with the implementation we obtain what is usually 
calledd a method (although in a fairly new language like UML both items are 
separated;; a signature there is called an operation while its implementation is 
calledd a method). 

2.1.11.. EXAMPLE. Consider the type and methods of example 2.1.10. Note that 
thee 'get-balance' method is actually a one-argument function, taking an account 
andd returning a balance. The methods 'increase-balance' and 'decrease-balance' 

16Thiss also is the case if both the cow and the milk-can have their own milking operations 
17theyy only have identity and nothing else 
18i.e.. present in the considered information system 
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aree actually two-argument functions, taking an Account and an amount, and 
returningg an Account, i.e. 

get-balancee : Account »—*  balance 
increase-balancee : Account * amount  Account 
decrease-balancee : Account * amount  Account 

Thee main restriction in the last two functions (and in all functions that are 
methodss that update the object they are a method from) is that the identity of 
thee Account in the domain and the co-domain is the same. So, in a general setting, 
thee first method can be better viewed as a function of the following signature: 

get-balancee : Account i—» Account * amount 

Instancess of these methods can be viewed as 'Curry-ed' versions ([Barendrecht84]) 
off  the general function taking an Account from the domain into the function. A 

2.1.55 Encapsulation 

Considerr an information system for which there exists a nice categorization of the 
objectss in classes. It is necessary to force a programmer that makes an application 
withh this information system to really use this categorization. So instead of 
givingg this programmer access to the representation of the objects, we only allow 
(her/him)) the use of the methods of a class to operate on the objects of this 
class.. From the point of view of the mentioned programmer, the representation 
off  the objects is hidden, and only the method names are visible. This is called 
encapsulation.encapsulation. Encapsulation is a mechanism that enables the concept of a 'class' 
too be a real categorization, it makes sure that the category specified by the class 
iss really used as such an informal category or type. In a sense the mechanism of 
encapsulationn enables one to force a behavior of the 'classes' to be abstract (very 
similarr to the behavior of 'types'), because it makes certain that a class is more 
thann a collection of code that can be inherited. 

2.1.66 Declarativeness 

Onee of the main advantages of relational databases and deductive databases is 
theirr declarativeness. Declarative languages have some clear benefits over proce-
durall  languages, which are common in most 00 databases. In order to query a 
databasee with a declarative query language one has to specify what information 
onee wants to obtain from the database, and not how to obtain it. 

Nott only for a query language, but also for an object data definition language, 
declarativenesss is a desirable, because then one only has to state what the type of 
dataa (signature) should be and which constraints the data should satisfy, instead 
off  actually specifying how the data should be represented and how the constraints 
shouldd be enforced. 
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2.1.12.. EXAMPLE. In this example, we specify an electrical circuit with resis-
tances.. Instead of telling how the different objects are stored in our information 
systemm and telling how the different physical quantities can be obtained from the 
representationn of the objects, we list all the attributes and the physical laws that 
relatee the physical attribute to each other. This means we have the following 
typess (expressed in a semi-logical language): 

circuitt —> attr(v) A at t r ( i) A a t t r ( r) 
seriall  —*  attri(circuit) x attr^circuit) 
parallell  — a t t ri (circuit) x attr2(circuit) 

Thee first type definition says that a circuit has three attributes: a voltage (v), a 
currentt (i) and a resistance (r). The second type signature definition says that a 
seriall  circuit has two (serially connected) circuits, and similarly the third definition 
sayss that a parallel circuit has two (connected in parallel) circuits. The following 
constraintt says that a circuit is either a resistance or a pair of parallel connected 
circuitss or a pair of serial connected circuits. Note that this specification covers 
alll  possible simple circuits of parallel and serial resistances. 

circuitt —* serial V parallel V resistance 

Wee now declaratively specify the physical rules for these simple electrical circuits, 
i.e.. Ohm's law (v = i*r)  and the rule for current in parallel circuits19 and for 
resistancee in a serial circuit20: 

circuitt — equal(attr(i>),attr(«)  at t r ( r )) 
circuitt A parallel —> equal(attr( i ) ,sum(attr i (at tr( i ) ) ,at t t r2(at tr( i ) )) 
circuitt A serial —> equal(attr(r), sum(attr i (at tr(r)), a t t r2(at t r ( r ) ) ), 

Noww it is possible to store (or have for insert or update) the information on a 
specificc circuit in many different ways that is not complete, while (by inference) 
onee can compute all defined quantities of the circuit. Given a proper constraint 
solverr one does not have to specify how the values have to be computed for every 
case.. For example a constraint solver like RL [Denneheuvel90] could infer from 
thee above rules that for parallel circuits, 1 divided by the resistance of the circuit 
equalss the sum of 1 divided by the resistance of its parts; i.e. 

11 1 1 
-- = - + . . .+ -
notnot n rn 

A A 

19Thee current in a parallel circuit equals the sum of the currents in its parts. 
20Thee resistance in a serial circuit equals the sum of the resistances of its parts. 
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Declarativenesss is in our opinion an important key to nice and user friendly 
informationn systems. So next generation information systems should support 
declarativee languages for denning and querying data. 

Mostt declarative languages have nicely and mathematically denned relations 
ass the basic structure of the database they talk about. Being a littl e ahead of 
events,, we remark that in the coming chapters we will build a mathematical 
structuree for complex objects for which we provide a declarative language for 
bothh defining and querying an object database21. For defining databases, this 
languagee will enable us to state many things that are common in non-declarative 
OODBB languages. The only difference is that those statements are logical (they 
statee what has to be the case) and are not directions towards the implementation 
orr representation. 

2.1.77 Rules and knowledge 

Inn the preceding chapters we have seen some rules that define constraints on the 
typess of an information system. We mentioned subtyping statements as described 
inn section 2.1.3, like: 'A car is a vehicle'. We have also seen a phrase stating the 
followingg constraint: 'Every printed book should have appeared after the year 
1450'.. We mentioned constraints in section 2.1.2 where we discussed signatures 
off  types. But using a general language, many more complex statements are 
possible.. We could introduce negation and disjunction etc.. For example: 'If a 
vehiclee is older then 100 years, or if it has a propeller, then it is not a car'. Or 
moree complex: all laws of quantum mechanics. What we are aiming at is that in 
usingg a language which talks about information systems, it is desirable that this 
languagee is expressive enough to state phrases as the one above. This enables one 
too utilize the information system as a knowledge base. We will be able to check or 
enforcee or even prove complex statements that bear the knowledge of experts in 
thee field in which we use the information system. All of this, of course, depends 
onn the expressiveness of the language in which one can express the constraints 
andd rules. 

2.1.88 Graphical representation 

InIn the field of analysis and design there exist many graphical techniques to model 
informationn systems. The models, written using these graphical techniques, are 
usuallyy translated to database and programming languages that in turn imple-
mentt the modeled information system. Some of the graphical techniques from 
analysiss connect closely to certain programming database languages. The most 
apparentt example is the close connection between the (E)ER22 model and the 

211 Remember that this is what this thesis will deliver 
222 (Extended) Entity Relationship model 
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languagess of the relational model23 

2.1.13.. EXAMPLE. An example of the tight connection between an ER model 

andd a specification of the ER model in the relational database schema. 

Thee ER schema above relates to the following relational database schema' 

PILOT T 

employeeno o 

name e 

address s 

qualifications s 

roster-id d 

key: : 

integer r 

string g 

string g 

list-of-airplane-types s 

integer r 

employeeno o 

23e.g.. Relational Algebra, QUEL, SQL, QBF, etc. etc.. 
24Theree are a number of ways to turn an ER schema into a relational schema. This one is a 

commonn transformation taking into account the cardinality of the associations. For a discussion 
aboutt such transformations one can look in standard relational database textbooks (for example 
inn [Ullman88]). 
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TASK K 
taskno o 
start t 
end d 
type e 
key: : 

integer r 
time*date e 
time*date e 
string g 
taskno o 

ROSTER-TASKS S 
roster-id d 
taskno o 
foreignn key: 

integer r 
integer r 
rosterid,, taskno 

• • 

Thee tight connection between the (E)ER syntax and the language of the rela-
tionn databases initiated actually incorporating the (E)ER graphics in a database 
definitionn and query language for relational databases (e.g. look at the language 
HQLL [AndriesEngels94]). The reason for the existence of a seamless transition 
fromm the (E)ER language to a language for relational databases lies in the fact that 
bothh languages talk about the same basic and mathematically defined structure: 
thee relation. In other words, both the (E)ER model and the relational database 
modell  have a clear and rigorously defined mathematical semantics, based on the 
samee mathematical structure called relation. 

Withh the connection between graphical object-oriented or object-based anal-
ysiss and design languages, and object-oriented or object-based database models 
thee situation is completely different. Not only do these models lack a rigorous 
mathematicall  semantics, which alone makes the task of establishing the con-
nectionn difficult, but there also exists a difference in the level of conceptually 
betweenn the notions of analysis and design versus the notions of object oriented 
orr object based databases. Although the notions in both domains are similar, 
thee definitions of these notions in analysis and design are more abstract and ori-
entedd towards reasoning (debating) about the information system. The similar 
notionss in object-oriented databases are often oriented towards implementing the 
structuress which formulate the notions. 

Onn the other hand, the languages of object-oriented analysis and design use 
thee notions of new generation information systems and are much more liberal in 
mixingg graphical syntax with textual syntax, thereby improving the usability. 

2.1.14.. EXAMPLE. The following UML class diagram with OCL (object con-
straintt language) phrases denotes a slightly more informative model for the pilot 
rosterr example in the (E)ER diagram of 2.1.13. 
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Pilot t 

employeeno o 

name e 

address s 

qualifications s 

1 1 
from m 

1 1 
has s 

Roster r 
roster-id d {ordered} } 

* * partof f 

Task k 
start t 

end d 

type e 

taskno o 

Roster r 
self.contains-»collect(type)) INCLUDED IN self.from.qualincations-»asSet 

AA note on the notation: The underlined header denotes the context of the OCL 
rule;; with the dots (.) one can walk along the associations; and the arrow (—>) 
denotess the reference to a method. In the above rule the expression self.contains 
inn the context of Roster denotes the ordered list of task objects that can be 
reachedd from a Roster object. The expression self, contains-*collect(type) in turn, 
denotess the invocation of the collect method of the ordered list objects where the 
recipientt of the method is the ordered list of tasks objects that is reachable from 
aa particular Roster object and the argument is type (an attribute name; i.e. a 
stringg object). This method returns the set of types as an ordered list of tasks. 
Thee self.from, qualifications-* asSet expression denotes the invocation of the asSet 
methodd on the qualification object that is reachable from a roster object via the 
pilott object. The rule says that that for all the tasks (in a roster) the pilot (of 
thatt roster) should have the necessary qualifications. A 

InIn this thesis we aim to provide a mathematical foundation of the basic con-
ceptss of the object oriented and object based databases and analysis and design 
methodologies.. The foundation will play the same role as the basic concept of 
relationn in the (E)ER model and the relational database model. We will use 
thiss foundation both for interpreting the graphical syntax25 like that which ex-
istss in analysis and design, and the non-graphical syntax which is common in 
thee languages of databases. As a matter of fact, in some cases we even prefer 
thee graphical syntax over the non-graphical because it shows more clearly the 
structuree of the entity it denotes. We will also incorporate the graphics into the 
databasee languages. 

25Wee need to be more formal about the term 'graphical syntax', because for a real 'syntax' 
onee needs a formal 'syntactic theory'. We wil l explain our view on graphical syntax in chapter 
44 when we do the theory, because this matter really is theory. 
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2.1.99 Partial specifications, Identity, and the Extendibil-
ityy principle 

Thee concepts of class and type hierarchy of the object oriented information sys-
temss both give, in effect, a way of manipulating entities for which one only needs a 
partiall  specification. For example, one can specify rules or actions for a machine 
withoutt knowing whether this is a car or a generator or whatever machine. In 
otherr words, we are able to talk about objects taking into account only a part of 
itss information. In order to talk about a (structural) part of an object we need to 
distinguishh partial descriptions of the specification of an object. In most 00 lan-
guagess one has the ability to write down (talk about) the individual connections 
betweenn an object and its attribute. These connections are the building blocks 
forr describing structure of an object. For example, if we want to talk about a 
carr or a generator as if it is a machine, we look only at the connections between 
thee object we consider and the objects that describe the machine part of that 
object26.. These connections (later on we will name them links) make up part of 
thee specification of the car or generator we generalized to a machine. 

Analysingg this feature that enables one to look at only a part of the specifica-
tion,, one can generalize its intent and assume that objects have (potentially) only 
aa partial specification. This enables one to consider objects in an information sys-
tem,, for which we, at a certain point in time, or at some level of abstraction, have 
onlyy partial knowledge, and for which this knowledge can be augmented in course 
off  time or when we de-generalize. The fact that in our models the objects have 
ann identity, and therefore are not identified by their structural and behavioral 
specification,, enables one quite naturally to handle the objects like they have 
onlyy a partial specification. Furthermore it is very relevant in practice, where 
oftenn at some point in time there is no complete knowledge about all objects in 
thee information system. 

Wee argue that this incompleteness of the specification is tightly connected 
too the concept of identity in information systems. The fact alone that we can 
distinguishh an object by its identity without knowing its complete specification 
givess a lot more strength to the concept of identity. In fact it is the concept 
thatt makes the Object Oriented paradigm work. The ability to make powerful 
generalizationss (i.e. consider superclasses) makes the languages that support 
objectt orientation very expressive. And furthermore, being able to dynamically 
discoverr more specific information about an object, and to classify an object at a 
finerfiner granularity (by considering the subclass), makes the system very flexible. If 
wee would need a complete specification, like for example in the relational database 
model,, the identity would be nothing more then a label to distinguish it from other 
objectss with the same specification. The concept of identity in a system that 
allowss partial specifications and generalizations enables one to talk about object 

'i.e.. the part of the structure of the object that makes this object a machine. 
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att all levels of granularity without coming into problems with generalizations and 
de-generalizations. . 

Thee assumed partialness of the specification of an object has an important 
consequencee for the models of information systems, though: in such a model, 
thee composition of all the parts of the object does not result in the object itself, 
becausee one never knows whether the specification is complete. We will , in the 
systemm we present in the next chapters, introduce the concept of extendibility, 
andd say that a partial specification can extend to the whole object it is part of. 

2.22 Summary 

Inn this chapter we analyzed the most advertised concepts of object orientation. In 
thee subsequent chapters we will present a mathematical formalization of a large 
partt of these concepts. We will see a mathematical model for object oriented 
informationn that could play a role in clarifying and enhancing object oriented 
informationn processing, similar as the relational model does for relational infor-
mation. . 




